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###### 

**Stratified analyses of temperature-BP association (regression coefficients).** The significant interactions found in multilevel models were further examined by this method: the regression coefficient of temperature was calculated separately in each stratum (divided by the factor suspected to interact with temperature) and the regression coefficients among different stratum were compared by examining the confidence intervals for their difference with the following formula: where β1 and β2 were the regression coefficients of temperature, and SE1 and SE2 were their respective standard errors.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Stratified analyses of temperature-BP association (sensitivity).** Besides the examination of overlap between confidence intervals (Table S1), another method was used to confirm the interactions: in each year during follow-up, the two time points at which BP of the population reached its peak or nadir were selected to calculate the BP difference and temperature difference between them, and "sensitivity" was calculated as the ratio of the BP difference to the temperature difference. Except the age-temperature interaction, all the interactions found in multilevel models showed significance in at least one of the two analyses (Table S1 or Table S2).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
